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SPORTS
Trackmen To Attend State Meet
At P. C. Saturday; Baseball Game
Saturday With Newberry Here;
Netmen Defeat Erskine, Wofford.
Buchanan Announces Marriage

NEWS
Senator Byrnes Named Life Trustee; Annual Farm Machinery Day
Be Held Next Wednesday; Student Government Constitution
Adopted; Honor System Ratified.
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Lesesne And Young Awarded Blue Key Positions

LIFE
TRUSTEE: —.United
Senator Jinimie Byrnes, who
was elected a life member of
the Clemson
Board of Trustees Wednesday.

Elected To
Replace Late
Frank Lever

Honor System
Gets Final
Full Approval

James F. Byrnes, senate majority leader of
the Democratic
party, prominently mentioned for
the vice
presidency in the last
election ,and currently believe* to
have been selected for a seat on
the Supreme
Court bench this
week accepted
election to the
Clemson College Board of Trustees as one
of the seven life
members of the body, it was announced Wednesday by W. W.
Bradley, chairman of the board.
Byrnes, a native of Charleston,
lives in Spartanburg, and has long
been in touch with Clemson affairs. He succeeds the late Honorable A. Frank Lever of Columbia.
Byrnes has been active in state
and national
politics since his
election to Congress in 1911, where
he served until 1925 as representative of the 2nd South Carolina
district. He has since become one
of the South's ablest senators.

Clemson's experimental honor
system crossed its last hurdle early this week when it was approved by the faculty by a substantial
majority. Already passed by the
student body, the system will go
into effect as soon as members can
be elected to the Honor Council
called for in the body of the experiment.
The plan will set up a disciplinary committee of students, who will
be elected by the various schools
and classes in the college. Action
on all reported cases will be left
to this board. All Business, both
reports and trials, will be regarded as confidential by the committee, and there will be no publicity
connected with the cases.
The system will place the student body on a modified honor
basis, with professors requested,
though not required, to remain in
the rooms during quizzes. Students
will be urged, though not pledged,
to report nny. -evidences* of cheating
which they might happen to see.
A proposed ammendment to the
plan, by Dr. Green of the English
faculty, was voted down, and the
system stands exactly as it was
passed by the student body time
ago.

Bancroft

Lesesne

Installation Work
Begun On Speakers

EDITOR: — Francis Webster,
chemical engineering junior *
from Greenville, was today
named editor of the Slip Stick,
magazine published by students
of the school of engineering.

The central
control board
and enough loudspeakers to
cpmjlstely equfjp
iBarracIls
one, two and three have been
delivered to Dave J. Watson,
and actual installation work
has
begun, R, Roy Pearce,
president of the senior class,
said last night.
The speakers will be installed as the graduating class gift.
The system will be completed before the college reopens
next Fall, Fearce said.

College Board
Visitors Here
For Inspection

LEAVING: —Lieutenant Glenn
D. Hufford, assistant professor of military
science, who
will report to the battalion
commander's training school
at Fort Benning, Georgia.

The Board of Visitors for Clemson College will make its annual
inspectiion of the campus May 7
and 8, Dr. Robert Franklin Poole,
president of the college, announced yesterday.
The Board, elected annually by
the college Board of Trustees, will
inspect each school, the barracks,
the hospital
and the mess hall.
The corps will parade in its honor
May 8, college officials said.
Members of the Board are A.
W. Huckle, Rock
Hill; J. Ross
Hanaham, Charleston; J. W. Dinkins, Manning; Edwin Boyle, Sumter; Geddings H. Crawford, Columbia;
Senator W. J. Bryan
Dorn, Greenwood; W. L. Watkins,
Anderson; R. E. Babb, Laurens;
T. C. Gower, Greencille; Robert
Gage, Chester; Spencer McMaster, Winnsboro; Dr. G. J. Lawhon, Hartsville; and W. A. Coleman, Hyman.

Rabbi Ballon
To Speak At Y
Rabbi Sidney Ballon of Columbia
will speak to the student body at
the YMCA Wednesday, May 7, under the sponsorship of the Brandeis Club, campus organization of
Jewish students.
Rabbi Ballon has been interested
in student work for a number of
years, and is at present head of the
Hillel Foundation at the University
of South Carolina.
Members of all religious organizations on the campus have been
invited to attend the address. His
speech will be non-sectarian.
A number of members of the
Greenville chapter of B'nai B'rith,
Jewish service brotherhood, will attend the meeting.

Lever To Work
At Independent
FINALS' ARTISTS:—Ray Herbeck, west coast maestro, and
pretty Betty Benson, vocalist,
will present their brand of music for the benefit of all comers
at the Finals Dance Series.

James J. Lever, senior agricultural economics and rural sociology
student from Columbia, left school
this week to accept a job with the
editorial staff of The Anderson Independent.

Election Dates Will
Probably Be Changed

f ion

The student body accepted the
constitution by an approximate
eighty-five per cent majority, in
the election last week, R. Roy
Pearce, president of the senior
council, said last night.
Plans approved by both the
Board of Trustees and President
Robert Franklin Poole call for the
inclusion of the constitution in the
cadet regulations next year.
Pearce said that A change in the
date set for election of student officers would probably have to be
made. Present regulations call for
the elections during the early part
of May, which, Pearce said, will
conflict with military activities
every year. The date will probably
be moved to the second week in
April, he said.
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Honors Day Set
For Next Friday
The annual Honors Day exercises will toe held May 9 at
twelve noon, Dr. D. W, Daniel,
chairman of the Honors Day
committee, said today.
Definite plans for the program have not been announced. Honors bars will be awarded those students with a grade
ratio of six or above, he said.
Sigma Tau Epsilon, general
science honor scholastic fraternitq, will tap the highest ranking sophomore in the school
of General Science at the exercises, it has been announced.

Bay Herbeck To
Play For Finals

Givens Young

Army Inspector
Roberts Praises
Corps On Parade
"West Point has nothing on
Clemson
and the Citadel as
far as parades are concerned,"
said Lt. Colonel
William L.
Roberts after
reviewing the
Clemson Brigade
at parade
yesterday.
Colonel Roberts, conducting
the annual Spring
Inspecion
of the corps this week, is a
graduate of the U. S. Military Academy at West, Point.
This afternoon he is scheduled to make a report on the
military bearing and neatness
of the unit,
the ability of
cadet officers to command, direct, control,
and lead, the
military discipline and morale
of the unit, and the military
courtesies and customs of the
service as
observed
in the
corps.
For a number of years in
the past, Clemson has received the rating "excellent," the
highest rating given to a military institution.

Ray Herbeck, the handsome
blonde maestro from the West
Coast has been signed to play
for Finals Mav 3-24, Rhame
Guyton, president of the Central Dance Association, announced today.
Featured with the band is
beautiful Betty Benson, eighteen year old pert songstress
who tips
the scales at 103
pounds
and stands five feet
two. A native
of Tipton, Indiana, Betty has in her comparatively short career, won
for herself recognition as one
of the leading vocalists of today, according to music authorities.
Ray Olson,
featured male
vocalist and drummer with the
orchestra, rounds out the personnel of the band.

Barton Will Head
Phi Psi Next Year
James Barton of Anderson was
elected president of Phi Psi at the
annual Spring banquet in Greenville Wednesday night. All students members and textile faculty
members of the fraternity were
present for the elections in which
each of the folowing men were
elected to offices: T. C. Hagler,
vice-president; T. E. Croxon, secretary and treasurer; Harry Sturgis,
senior warden; and Grady Cash,
junior warden.
The out-going officers of the
club are Wade Carter, Nill Shields,
Grady Cash, Sam Jenkins, and A.
C. Nalley.

HAIL, THE KING:—The Boobie King now
reigns! Fred Ford, sophomore from Charleston,
was last Friday selected as "the ugliest man in

the student body." Running close seconds were
Ferrel Holley adn prominent members of the
Clemson faculty.

Soph Fred Ford Acclaimed
Boobie King—Usliest Cadet
Word Will Speak
At Annual Event
Dr. J. E. Ward, head of the economics department, will be
the
principal speaker at the
annual
Anderson County 4-H Club Rally
Day which will be held at the Anderson County Courthouse Saturday morning, May 10. Dr. Ward
will address approximately 500 boys
and girls. Other features on the
program will be the .distribution of
certificates and
other
annual
awards and a moving picture which
will be given by the Extension
Service of Clemson. The program
is scheduled to begin at 10 a. m.

Strong Campaign
Ends In Victory
After a strong campaign, featuring posters bearing sketches and
qualifications
of the candidates,
Fred T. Ford, electrical engineering sophomore
from Charleston,
was last week
elected Ciemson's
"Boobie King" in a contest sponsored by the local chapter,
of
Alpha Phi Omega.- Lieut. Colonel
Ferrel Holley ran Ford a close second, and was defeated only after
strenuous campaigning by Ford
and his constituents.
Other candidates finishing close
after the
winners
were C. H.
Continued On Page 4

Juniors To Get Rings At—

Ring Dance Series Next Week-End
By HARRIS HOLLIS
Rings and kisses will be the order
of the day next Friday when over
four-hundred juniors will celebrate
the last and most colorful Junior
Ring Dance in Clemson's history,
to be held in conjunction with the
annual Junior-Senior dance. Simultaneously, the junior class will
also receive the first standard
Clemson ring. During the Friday
night intermission,
the
JuniorSenior Banquet will be held in the
college mess hall, according to an
announcement made today by Junior Class
Prexy Julian Dusenbury.
With the adoption of a standard
school ring by the Board of Trustees last spring upon the recommendation of the student body, the
provision was made that all future classes will receive the rings
during the senior year when grad-

uation is virtually assured. An exception was made, however, that
the present junior class would be
allowed to receive their rings during the last semester of the junior
year.
The rings, designed by the Clemson architectural department and
made this year by Balfour will arrive in ample time for the ceremonies. Dr. Pickens S. McCollum,
agent for the rings has announced
this week.
Music for the affair will be furnished by Clemson's own band, the
Jungaleer's, who will offer the
usual excellent music for the threedance series.
Plans are now going forward to
make this the largest and best ring
dance and Junior-Senior in Clemson's' history. Decorating crews are
working each night under the direction of CDA Decorators Johnny
Southerlin and Johnny Swearin-

To Be In Force
Next Year; Will
Regulate Council

gen to construct the ring and other adornments for the field house.
Optional white corsages for the
ceremony have been contracted for
and will be presented to the Junior
dates.' Those wishing to place orders may do so by contacting David Bisset, vice-president of the
Junior Class.
At the intermission
JuniorSenior Banquet, the senior class
and their dates will be honored at
one of the largest and best of
Cartain Harcombe's specialties.
Sponsors for the dance will be,
for the junior class officers: Miss
Joyce Finklea, Columbia College,
for President Julian Dusenbury;
Miss Sara Ellen Cunningham, Winthrop for Vice-president David Bisset; Miss Betty Anderson, for Secretary Jimmie Barton; Miss Foy
Brown, Lander, for Historian Buddy Lesesen.

For the senior class officers:
Miss Frankie Tyson, Georgetown,
for President Roy Pearce; and Miss
ane Edwards, for Historian Ed
Young.
The Clemson
uniform, with
sashes around the waist will be
worn by all juniors, Dusenbury
said. For the seniors optional dress
may be worn. The Friday night
dance will be formal and the Saturday afternoon Tea dance and
night dance will be informal.
The dance rosters have been
posted and with over a week until "i le dances, two hundred persons have already signed up. By
dance time next week the mark is
expected to reach three hundred.
Prices for the dance will be, for
the Friday night formal, one buckfifty, for the Saturday afternoon
tea-dance fifty-cents, and for the
Saturday night informal, one buck
even.

Wesley Officers
Quarterly Meet
The second quarterly conference
of the Methodist Church was held
last Tuesday night, Rev. D. A. Clyburn, pastor, said this week. The
new cadet officers were formally
installed during the meeting.
The new cadet officers are: Lewis
Hardin, president of the Wesley
Foundaton Council; Aiken Mays,
vice-president in charge of midweek retreat; and Morris King, vicepresident in charge of Sunday
School.

Webster To Head
'42 Slip Stick
Hardin To Manage
Business End
F. S. Webster, chemical engineering junior from
Greenville,
will be the editor of next year's
"Slip-Stcik", according to an announcement made yesterday by J.
C. Hartley, retiring editor. L. H.
Hardin, mechanical engineer from
Folly'Beach was appointed to the
position of business manager on
the same staff.
Other juniors who were appointed to the staff of Clemson's newest publication are: J. W. Nims,
electrical engineer from Lancaster; C. F. Bessent and T.. A. Bessent, mechanical engineers from
Sparrows Point, Md.; A. W. Somerville, mechanical engineer from
McConnellsyille; M. N. Sprouse,
electrical engineer from Anderson;
and S. M. Hasell, mechanical engineer from Charleston.
These
men complete the editorial and
business staffs of the engneering
publication.

Inspection Be
Concluded This
Afternoon At 5
Clemson's annual ROTO spring
inspection by the war department
will be brought to a close this afternoon, when the cadet corps will
demonstrate military tactics in the
phases of anti-aircraft defense and
other field exercises before the inspecting officer, Lieutenant Colonel
William L. Roberts, professor of
military science and tactics at The
Citadel.
For the past month extensive
drills have been conducted to train
the brigade for the tour by Colonel
Roberts who will judge the unit on
neatness, discipline, morale, courtesy, and military bearing.
Last year the ROTC unit received a rating of excellent, the highest
commendation that can be awarded
by the War department.
College officials will suspend class
this afternoon in order that the
military field exercises may be carried out by the cadet corps, Colonel
Pool said.

Wilson To Head
Ag Engineering
Club Next Year
T. V. Wilson, agricultural engineering junior from Piedmont, was
this week elected president of he
American Society of Agricultural
Engineers to succeed R. J. Berry, of
Smoaks, as leader of the group.
Other newly elected officers are
E. F. Stenstrom, of Warchula, Florida, vice-president, succeeding C. J.
Bethea, of Dillon; J. H. Jones, Boiling Springs, N. C; Secretary and
treasurer, succeeding F. E. Rogers,
of Darlington; and S. A. Knight,
of Summerville, reporter, succeeding E. M. Johnson, of Aiken.

By Their
—WORDS—
The nearest thing to nothing in
this world is a mirage—unless it's
a freshman taking a.
physics
course.
—ORENS
Work is the salvation of the
South.
—EDMUNDS
You've got the cat by the tail.
Now pull hard.
—TAYLOR
Stick your finger in there and
see if they bite.
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Congratulations, Predecessors—
The Tiger this week was awarded a rating of "All American" by the Associated
Collegiate Press for the first time in the
history of the newspaper. The award was
made for the last semester Tiger, which
was edited by Jimmie Lever, Mitchell Simmons, and Neil Elphick.
Under their regime and for the second
successive year the Tiger was awarded the
best college newspaper in South Carolina
by the South Carolina College Press Association.
The editors who were responsible for
the high rating of the Tiger are to be
congratulated on their splendid work.

Editorial Briefs—
Character is what you have left when
your reputation is gone.
Cartoonists always picture school teachers as homely old maids. Don't you guys
know any teachers?
Convivial guests are the ones who stand
and hold an empty glass until they see a
morocco-bound book to park it on.
An optimist hopes his coal pile will last;
a pessimist is afraid his won't; a realist
orders more coal.
They say Army officers are spoiling servants in the South. It's got so nobody can
get a good cook for less than $1.75 a week.
Better not try Prohibition again. When
people get reconciled to an imaginary''
crime, they are apt to slip into the other
kind.
Our biggest bomber beats anything the
others have. It will provide four times as
much scrap metal when a shell hits it.
Better to reform late than never. But it
isn't very generous to "give your life to
the Lord" after you've worn it out.
We can't believe antique furniture is
really a century old. -How could it stay
here that long without being circled by
wet glasses?
Wonder how modern women get along
without an apron to wipe their hands on.

Clemson Needs Water Too-

1Re FISH IN
NEW YORK'S
AQUARIUM REQUIRE
'1,600,000 6AIL0N&
OF WAT^R A
PAY-ENOUGH
,fORAOTY OF
%0OO PEOPLE/

Clemson students and campus folk don't
require 1,600,000 gallons of water a day,
but they do seriously need a more abundant, water supply and better water plant
facilities than they0 now have.
With the announcement of a Works Progress Administration allotment of $65,000
for additional water facilities at Clemson
by the president yesterday, the realization
of a long and hard fought project has
materialized.

Newspaper"—FRIDAY, MAY 2, 1941.

Every Man Has A Cross—
Charles A. Lindbergh, once the hero of
120,000,000 Americans, has proved to us
that every man has hts cross to bear. But
the recently decommissioned Colonel proved unable to bear up under the load as well
as others.
We can't help but wonder if the cause
of his not being able to bear his load was
simply because his cross happened to be
made of Nazi iron?

m mn WITH tmttf MAcmw G£HE&
BY JUDSON CHAPIN

Tiger Editors Foresaw Present
Situation Ten Years AgoThe following editorial written in the
Tiger of 1931 by William G. Ashmore and
E. J. Adams attracted our attention since
it foresaw the situation that now confronts
us:
The thirteenth anniversary of the Armistice has come and gone. The people of
the United States, in the hurly burly of
events which followed the World War, have
forgotten the war's many horrors and brutalities—except for a few lonely wives and
mothers.
A new element has crept into the lives
of the people of the United States in the
last few years; a thing that has insidously
wormed and writhed its slimy way upward
until it is beginning to make itself felt
strongly in certain circles—"Communism".
After the war was over and peace had
been formally declared, the United States,
realizing her awkward position in the last
war'due to unpreparedness, determined not
to be again caught lacking officers, and
accordingly established the Reserve Officer's Training Corps.
The R. O. T. C. is extremely,beneficial
to any young man fortunate enough to
have an opportunity of becoming a member. It is valuable to him, not only for
the monetary return, but also for the
training in leadership and individual quickthinking which he receives.
And now, these peace-loving, sneaking,
hypocrites are striving to tear down the
R. O. T. C. These people are not all Communists—not by a long shot. Many of them
are good pious people who think that war
is sinful and that battles can be won with
hymn books or folded hands. These are
the same people who "benevolently" spend
large sums of money to keep the African
cannibals furnished with nice tender missionaries, or to supply the "Heathen Chinese" with torture victims. They are too
absorbed with their missionary work to
see that their own countrymen are starving to death in the back yard.
This deteriorating influence has been
felt for some time at the University of
Florida and at many other places. So
far, it has not been felt at Clemson, and
furthermore, it is not going to be felt here!
There is not a man at Clemson, Citadel,
V. M. I., or at any similar institution who
is stupid enough or white-livered enough
to think that a war can be won, or an international peace assured, "by turning the
other cheek" and throwing away our weapons. In case of another war, these same
Pious Pacifists will be singing another
hymn and begging us to enlist and give
our scientific knowledge of-warfare, and
probably our lives too, to our country—
while they remain at home and "do their
bit" in social welfare work.

A Meaningful Phrase"Be Prepared"The Anderson Independent recently carried the following headline in regard to
the Nazi victqries in Greece:
"Same Old Story; Too Little, Too Late."
This seems to fit the situation exactly.
For four years we have heard of Hitler's
bloodless, and bloody conquests of
other European nations. To date this
steam roller has yet to be stopped. When
and if, he subdues all of Europe, he will
probably turn his eyes toward the Western Hemisphere.
Whether the labor parties of the nation
realize it or not, the numerous strike actions in several of our large defense industry by those organizations, have led some
of us to believe that, possibly, they are not
aware of the seriousness of the situation.
If we are to produce weapons of defense
we must have coordination between labor
and industry. If the young men between
the ages of 21 and 35 are willing to make
a sacrifice by working for $21 dollars a
month, then in all fairness, it seems to us
that capitol and labor can both make sacrifices in order that the nation may arm
itself against foreign imperialism.
As citizens of the greatest nation on
earth we must become more aware of the
increasing dangers that threaten our American Democracy, and do our bit toward
coordinating our national defense efforts,
so that, if the catastrophe comes to us, it
may be said of us:
"A new and different tale; Hitler stopped at last."
H. W. H.

Our Alma Mater Is
Sacred To Us"Where the Blue Ridge Yawns Its
Greatness . . ."
Our alma mater means Clemson to us.
It's more than a pretty song. It is symbolic of all that Clemson stands for, and
to us, it is sacred.
At the last dance it was relegated
to the savage mockery of a barbaric
war dance. And while it was disgusting,
we place the blame on no single individual, because the purpose was well meant.
However, it lowered the dignity of our
school song. Those concerned should be
more careful a.hnut-, this i?i tho future

Talk of the

Town
By Mitchell Simmons
(Editor's Note—Former managing editor Neil Elphick writes the
Talk of the Town this week instead of the usual author).

By NEIL ELPHICK
The military chiefs of the corps should be happy
this week-end after what the inspecting officer, Colonel Roberts of The Citadel, said after Friday's parade
and room inspection. With all due credit to the saberswingers, what about the lowly rats and other privates
who tramp ingloriously out to parade and back, clean
rifles, and put the roms in shape? To them goes the
real credit, unsung heroes and all that.

Do you dance? Are you a "stander in the corner and looker oner",
or are you a "get
in there and
fighter?" If you fall in the latter
category, these observations will
apply to you.
1. The Smooth Apple — Barely
moves a muscle. Glides dreamily
around the dance floor, accompanied by rapturously upturned eyeballs.
Mobbed by female
stag
lines.
2. Frantic Joe — Also known as
the marionette type. Loosely hitched together. Dances as though on
strings. Arms and feet fly wildly.
Crashes into everyone. Hands outstretched for pushing and gouging
If struck, screams madly to stag
line. Highly unsubtle . . also a pest.
63. The Jit — Little or nothing
remains to be said.
4. Fancy Pants— Arthur Murray
devotee. Knows all the new steps.
Changes pace rapidly. Very wearing on the partners. Explains step
as he goes along.
Can produce
diagram if necessary.
5. Apologetic
James —I "Oops
sorry, was that your foot? Well,
you dance on mine for a while."
6. Beginner — Counts under his
breath, "One two, one two—slide."
Fond of the two step. Does it incessantly.
In fact knows nothing
else. Conductive to monotony.
7. Old Harry — Fresh from the
days of the Bunny Hug and the
Turkey Trot. Has a wife somewhere in a corner, but loves to
dance with the young ones. Breezy
in fact, slightly on the hurricane
side. Can't quite seem to get those
new fangled dances. Oh, well.
8. Young Lovers — Eyes closed.
Arms entwined. All wrapt up in
each other. Sway gently to and
fro. Oblivious to rest of world.
If you don't believe all this, take
a look the next time you're holding
up the wall. You can't miss 'em.

In this connection, a very level-*
headed freshman of our acquaint- next year.
ance was remarking the other night
LAME DUCK SEASON.
that it is unfortunate that spring
In a couple of weeks the Seniors,
fever hits, the military starts stompif the past means anything, will
ing about, and the end of the sem- begin to feel graduation exuberance
ester with attendent exams all;
creeping up on them or to put it
come at about the same time. Of
plainly, get full of hell.
It has
course, his sole aim is to get an
education at Clemson, so his ob- almost always happened in the
servations may be slightly prejud- past, and our remiding them of it
iced.
What with drilling before won't do any harm because most of
breakfast, dinner, and after sup- them are aware of what is expectper, he was having trouble finding ed of them in the way of amusing
time to study, or to stay awaxe themselves and giving the army
when he did finally latch loose as a whole the jitters.
Now, most of it is in the spitit
from his rifle. Anyway, as
we
said before, he Is a very sensible of fun, and. does absolutely no harm
citizen, and may be in the minor- to anyone, except possibly the cost
ity in regards to really trying to of the coal to generate the steam
study, but has
still may
have for the power-house whistle which
invariably blows.
Then
again,
something worth thinking about.
things have happened which have
been off-color. On the other hand,
GOOD NEWS
The news that Senator Jimmy the Administration could possibly
Byrnes has appointed a life-mem- take a strict view of the situation.
ber of the Board of Trustees is
The proposition is a delicate one.
good news. Front all angles the It calls for a bit of the old give
appointment promises to be bene- and take. Maybe the Seniors could
than
ficial to the college. In the first do something more drastic
place, he will bring prestige to the just have a bare foot day. PeopBoard as a result of his position le have critized it because it isn't
in the state, the Senate, and his very clever or original. If something
almost sure appointment to the unusual were planned, it migt be
United States Supreme Court. He that the excess energy of the Senhas influence in Washington, which iors would be used up in perparmg
it.
Doc "Rock" Calhoun
is important to the college in the for
matter of Federal grants. He has claims to have a bag full of ideas
influence in Columbia, which is for a Senior day.
more important, because in order
for Clemson to continue to live and
ABOUT HAZING
grow, the 'legislators in Columbia
One of these days somebody is
must realize the importance
of going to do something postive and
Clemson to the state.
drastic about the spectacle of men
Aside from all this,
Senator elected to honor and service fraterByrnes will bring the experience and nities undergoing what must
oe
seasoned judgment of a success- humiliating forms of hazing. It just
ful servants of the state to the seems to be a custom around here
board. The board will benefit from "to" put a man through the "mill"
the appointemnt, consequently, so no matter what the honor involved
will Clemson.
in election to an organization. It
doesn't serve any good purpose, and
ALL-AMERICAN
is slightly time-owrn and absurd.
The retired staff of the Tiger, Certainly it doesn't add any to the
along with the army boys, had rea- dignity of the organization.
son to be happy this week. For the
TYPICAL
first time the paper won "All-AmerWhile Simmons was,telling storican" honors.
We've always been ies of the trip to Washington, he
secretly jealous of Taps for whip- conveniently forgot one. One late
ping off "All-American", and hank- afternoon The Dope was traveling
ered after the honor for the Tiger. in the elevator with an uh-uh
The retired staff must have hamm- blonde.
She disembarked on his
ered a little harder, or something. floor, and he skillfully noted the
The true fact is that the award room in which she went. He hascame as the result of years of cum • tened then to the telephQne in our
ulative effort by Tiger men of room, called, and engaged in light
years gone by. Such rewards are conversation with the said blonde.
not won in a year by any particu- The conversation ended, and not
lar set of men.
having gained anything definite,
They come after years of devel- he called back, in a few minutes.
opment, • effort, and the combined
Yeah, her husband answered.
ideas of many men. The proof of
the pudding will come when the
Most unpopular joke of the week:
paper repeats the performance "What kind of bird doesn't fly?"

DAFFY CLASS
Engineering students down at
Alabama had a fit last week. With
but a few weeks remaining before
exams, one class had its Physics
instructor drafted. That was not
too bad, but a few short days later
the new instuctor was also drafted.
When the students met the first
class under the third professor
they were much relieved to learn
that he was 52, married and had a
family.

Shoot the
SHOW
Friday and Saturday, May 2-3.
THE SEA WOLF
Edward G. Robinson stars in this
saga of the high seas, ably supported by Ida Lupino and John Garfield. The plot is good and there is
plenty of action for everyone aboard
the schooner "Ghost." The film contains 32 fight scenes.
Saturday Night May 3.
CONVOY
Clive Brooks heads the cast in
this story of action with the British
fleet in World War number 2. A
single British convoy destroyer
holds off a German pocket battleship until help can arrive.
Monday May 5.
THE MAN WHO LOST HIMSELF
Brian Ahern is starred as the
man who lost himself. Playing a
duel role, that of a no good play boy
and of an ordinary citizen, Brian
Ahern leads a double life. The surprise is in the event where. the
play boy dies and no one knows
or cares.

Key, that the real credit was due
the students.
Any one who wishes may satisfy
himself on this point by examining The Tiger
files and scrapbooks of clippings on Clemson from
the daily papers.
I am sure that the members of
Blue Key had
no intentiion of
taking credit from the students,
for the plaque which they wrote
for placing on the statue contains
no reference' to the fraternity.

—oscar eays—

—oscar Bays—

—that he can't figure out why
that from what he can gathFrank West keeps following B. B. er, blackout Nelsen didn't get that
Robinson around, the Scabbard and shiner playing with rough men.
—oscar Bays—
bleed fish have all ready been pick—that Smiley Poole is, no doubt,
ed.
sad
and
dejected
over the fact
—oscar says—
—that perhaps Kirk McLeod had that he has less than two weeks
rather carry a rifle since he does- to dish out them demerits, and
n't like to salute while passing in that he (oscar) thinks it's a shame
review.
that a senior has to run to the
■—oscar Bays—
laundry when he wants clothes,
—that he (oscar) can't figure out even if it is Poole.
whether Don Randal or Gerald
—oscar Bays—
Cope is to be the Cadet Second
—that if troutmouth don't start
•Lieut, next year.
reading his sugar shipments be■—oscar Bays—
fore parades, he's gonna run his
—that if any of you boys wish to battalion right over some of the
know how to get Senior Priviledges nut boys.
next year drop by to see Sgt. Joe
—oscar says—
Jones (Ex Senior Pvt.)
—that he hears that the Ag Ed■—oscar says—
ucation boys were standing in the
—that Prof.
Footsie Hunter sea up to their knees at Murrell's
seemed to have enjoyed his visit to Inlet, and couldn't even see the
Greenville last Friday night—the water.
Flying Cub steak supper too.
•—oscar Bays—
—oscar says—
—that some of the boys
who
—that from all reports the boys went to Asheville did better—they
who attended the Press convention even saw water snakes and sea serin Atlanta last week end had a pents.
big time including George "Kitty"
■—oscar Bays—
Thompson.
—that it looks as if some of the
■—oscar Bays—
—that it was a close race be- boys on A-_l wanted to help get
tween Fred ord Ford and "God's little napoleoan Compton a little
gift to the women" Schaffer for closer to heaven before he takes
tho coveted title of "Boobie King." that final step in June.
—oscar Bays—
The best man won.
that Lt. Neil may be from way
■—oscar Bays
—that the block C social at Bos- down in Miississippi, but he sure
cobell must have been SOME so- does latch on to Clemson customs
cial.
quickly—specially late dating.

Dodo Doins
By STAN WILLIAMSON
AN EDITORIAL
Something is definitely wrong in the system of dishing out
demerits at Clemson. During the past several days It has oome
to my attention that several men have been dismissed, or are in
the process of being dismissed from the R. O. T. C. because they
elected to take the C. A. A. Flying course at Clemson.
My contention is, that the C. A. A. course falls in the category of
extra-curricular activities, and should not be governed by the demerit
system. The student elects to take this course on his own initiativehe spends on an average of twenty hours per week pursuing this election. Due to some cause, which the student considers legitimate, he
misses a class formation or a flight formation. The result of these
absences is that the student is assessed 10 demerits. Under the Cade:
Regulations, an explanation has to be turned in to the Commandant's
Office within two days, or it receives no consideration.
The authorities require a flight instructors signature on an explanation before it will be considered. Two or more days elapse before
the student is able to get the required signature. By this time the.
Commandant, in abiding by the regulations, will not accept this explanation. The ultimate result being that before the student realizes
it, if he be a Junior or Senior, he is in serious trouble, and likely to be
dismissed from the advanced R. O. T. C. Course because he has accumulated excessive demerits. A month's room arrest is usually a subsequent punishment.
This is not always the cas. Various deviations from this story have
arisen.
BUT, the ultimate result is, that from extenuating circumstances arising out of students taking this course, several Cadets are
now in very serious trouble. Some of these students are Seniors, who
are in line for a commission in three weeks. If these men exceed their
demerit limit they will not receive this commission. That is, Four
years of hard work has been -for naught.
My criticism is offered as constructive .1 feel that a system
can and should be worked out that is comparative to the present
Academic Class-Cut SSystem. If a C. A. A. A. Trainee misses more
than an allotted number of his scheduled hours for either theoretical or practical work, it shows a lack of either interest or time,
and the student should be dropped from the C. A. »A. rolVs. I do not
feel that a record of military deficiency should be entered against
student for a non-imilitary activity. I shall be glad to cooperate
with any and all authorities in attempting to alleviate the injustice that I feel is now being done certain Clemson Cadets under
the present system. Reactions of the authorities interested in this
matter are hereby sincerely and earnestly solicited.

Tuesday May 6.
THE MAD DOCTOR
Another spine chiller, this time
starring Basil Rathbone as the insane doctor instead of Karloff.
Rather long and drawn out, with
the Doc knocking off people left
and right. He finally falls in love
and goes even madder. Very complicated.
Wednesday, May 7.
HOW DO YOU LIKE THE NEW TAPS?
THE ROUNDUP
F. H. Sarratt, (2) Gaffney. I didn't
By STILES STRIBLING
A shoot-em-up starring Richard
Jimmie Taylor (4) Mt. Croghan, think the binding and art work are
Dix and Preston Foster. The usual
run-of-the-mill western with a good I think it's one of the best since as good as last year's, but the rest
Tom Stanley's edition. I think the is good and well arranged.
cast.
R. B. Redfern (4) Mt. Croghan. I
boys did a swell job.
H. A. Engle (1) Charleston, I think it's one of the best they've
Thursday, May 8.
think the boys did a very nice job had during my four years up here
THIS THING CALLED LOVE
Here is another of those Melvyn on this year's Taps. I've enjoyed it because of the arrangement and the
student activity pictures.
Douglas laugh specials, this time thoroughly.
M. M. Brackett (3) HendersonH. Waring (3) Summerville. I
teamed with Rosalind Russell. The
plot is fast and hilarious. Douglas like it because it's the most infor- ville, N. C, I think the theme oi
married Russell only to find that mal one I've seen since I've been up last year's Taps was carried out bet;
she has a philosophy on marriage, here. I like the extra shots which ter, but as a whole this year's book
namely that husband and wife be are thrown in among the posed ones. is much better.
Dave Pettit (3) Bethlehem, Pa. I
J. W. Futral (2) Wadley, Ga. The
married in name only for three
months to test the compatibility of more I look at it, the better I like think the photographs are the best
the pair. You'll get a good laugh it: I like especially the colored pic- I've seen in any yearbook. I like
tures and the informal snap-shots this edition very much.
out of this one.
L. E. Gardiner (4) Chesterfield.
of student life.
D. W. Hancock (4) Ruby. I think I like the theme and the football
it's the best I've seen during my action pictures, but I don't think
four years at college because of the the art work comes up to Ted Shell's
arrangement and the color photos. and Tom Stanley's.
R. C. Roof (3) Columbia. It's the
J. A. Edwards (4) Fountain Inn.
The 1941 Taps in my opinion is one best Taps I've seen since I've beer
of the best arranged and best edit- up here. The pictures are excellent
Dr. Gilbeart H. Collings, head of ed Taps since my freshman year.
L. M. Wigington (2) Anderson. Ai
the agronomy department, and
A. W. Somerville (3) York. I think a whole I think It's a pretty good
Professor Robert E. Ware, of the
job, but there seem to be a numzoology department, last week at- it's the best Taps since I've been up ber of mistakes. I rather like the
tended the annual meeting of the here. I think it is comparable to way it's presented, and I think the
South Carolina Academy Of Sci- Tom Stanley's. I liked particularly boys should be commended on their
ence in Columbia.
swell job.
Dr. Collings, who was accom- the pictures of student life.
panied by his son. Dr. G. H. Collings, Jr., presented a paper on the
classification and identification of
THE DE-LUXE DINER
South Carolina soils. His son, Dr.
NEXT TO CAROLINA THEATER
G. H. Collings, Jr., a Clemson
graduate of '37 and now at Emory
Originators of World's Best Hamburgers
University, gave a paper on the
Georgia Medical Association's plan
Greenville. S. C.
for furnishing medical care to ru-°1 eolWTivF'ri'**

Collings, Ware
Letters To And
Attend Academy
From Tom Clemson
To The Student Body:
It has come
to my attention
through members
of Blue Key
that members of the student body
have expressed opinions that the
Blue Key fraternity has been given credit for the erection of the
statue of Thomas Clemson. I wish
to try to correct this atttude, as
there is really no basis for this
assumption.
In the
first place, all stories,
carried in The Tiger
and other
papers, have
merely stated that

—that it is said there are snakes
—that now spring inspection is
at the Zoo, but (he oscar) saw about over he (oscar) hopes that
one at Clemson last week end the nut boys will lay back and
named Peter B. Robinson.
give everybody a wel earned rest,

THREE
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Saturday
Coach Rock Norman's Clemson Track team kept their
spotless record intact, and brought the regular cinder season to a close Saturdav when the Carolina trackmen went
iown before the Tiger onslaught bv a 84-47 score. The win
aver the Gamecocks was the 5th in a row for Clemson and
climaxed a five-meet undefeated season, me
Tieers took first place in ten of the ever.:;

Carolina 1
Wofford 8
P. C. 0.
THIS WEEK
May 3rd. Newberry at Clemson
May 6th. Georgia at Elberton.
May 8th. Carolina at Columbia

_,
Trrrnlinrf
Clemson, Carolina
Favored Trackmen
^ ^ Inter.CoIlegiaje TT6C,
toumament to ^ held ^ Clinton,
s c. May 2 and 3. win find MO1|

TRACK
Carolina

llgers LOOK.
yia
, athletes from eight South Carolina
with leading-scorer Harold Pasley again piac- col]eges compeung fox individual
,
. m
• -L.+v.
t,
ing at the
front
botn ViiiT-rllp<;
hurdles pvpnts
e%ents Dlus
pw» 1! and team honors, with Clemson
.
Carolina

fayored w

Tnr

cwiftest
swiftest foursome ^^

The Clemson Golf team will participate in the State Intercollegiate
Golf Tournament to be held at the
Forest Lake Country Club in Columbia tomorrow.
The four-man team to represent
Clemson has not been definitely

chosen
«^ but ^J* *e f™
iare set- Forrest€r' Mclntosh, and
\ Christopher have their berths cinchTEXNTS
■ ed- and ^e fourth man is to be
Resultseither Jones or Harmon.
Ir wiu
Clemson- 7
Erskine 0
** a 36-hole tournament
w n
Clemson 5
::ord 2 'ii competition in both team and
individual classes. The low medalist
] will automatically become the inTHIS WEEK
May 1st. Lenoir-Rhyne at Clemson. dividual champion as will the team
! having the low aggregate score.
May 6tn. Carolina at Columbia.
May 7th. Furman at Clemson.
i This will be the third annual State
' Tourney of which number The Cit ! adel has won two. Clemson was
! runner-up the first year and did
; not enter a team last year.
Alex D. Graham, cadet commander of the Clemson brigade last j
BRIGHTWELL
year, will be married to Miss Stead- ' Professor
W. T. Brightwell, of
iman Cork of Columbia on May 10, the Horticulture department has
I according to announcements re- gone to Willard , N. C. to secure
ceived on the campus this week.
new varieties and hybrids of blueGraham, who was a member of: berries for trial in South Caro:
Blue Key, Tiger Brotherhood, and Una. They will be grown experii other honorary organizations, is mentally at the Clemson experiinow" a second lieutenant in the ment station, and if they prove
.:-my. He is station- successful, they will be introduced
ed at Fort Jackson in Columbia. !in other sections of the state.

May 2nd. and 3rd
Clinton

walk oM

a third-spot in the broad jump to top tnejwith me slate e^^
scorine with eleven points. Other Tiger per-1itheclemson,
the state champions for
scormg wiui eicvci f
firsts
P8^ "*<> vears> «»« fin^^
formers who continued to racK up """a most successful season with ar
include Fennell in the pole vault, Marsnaieep of five successive vie
Walker in the mile event, Ivey in the broad- -tories, the last one being over
Carolina, and should therefore find j
jump and Morgan in the high-jump. Fennell little difficulty of repeating. CaroWalker Ivey, and Palsev have yet to be beaten. Against _lina boasts a strong squad in the
SS'a Clemson's "four-horsemen of the 440" again turned weights ^ dashes ^ ^ ^
haps claim those events, with the
performances.
of Graham, Cargill,
u
111 good
SOOCL
periuimaii«-w The
^— quartet
T.—
__„~,Q ouier
other scnoois
schools coming in with inS
t^and Lachicotte are about
,
.
t t
Dickerson
the
of 440-surint men in the business. The
fw K„t
Graham beat
in doubt,
but -ttrhitnpv
Whitney ^ranam
uc*,. the

,rFPK

Golf Team In
State Meet
Tomorrow

lute men at

Alex Graham To
Marry Columbian

stars

winner is always
DEFEM) KECOKDS
others to the tape | ^
pour
at
^ new
^^ records
^^ bywere
^ set
^^
against the Birds.
itracksters, McFadden and Fennell,
STATE TRACK MEET
With McFadden taking three and
.ppt-pnd down at the 18th annual state Intercol- j Fennell clearing the bar at 12.6:58

TRACKMEN:—Here are the stalwart of the
team that will enter the state track meet at
This Wto-cnu """" 7" "~. "Ti5,prs wiU defend their;feet for a new pole vault mark
Clayton Cargill, Boo Lachicotte, and George
P. C. Saturday. Left to right: Whitey Graham,
legiate track meet at Clmton the ligers wiu .ueJ,"=
Fenneii's performances this season
Dickerson.
crown against teams from the other colleges m the state. show a great improvement and he
As we understand it, there have been some 300 freshman is ou: tc :e::er his mark by at
least sax inches. Other events slatand varsitv athletes from the state's eight leading schools ed
to come through with new state
entered. The Clemsons have run away with the title for the times ar? the 440, 200 and 100 yard
past two vears in a row now, and after breezing through dashes as well as the relay, with
the Clemson 440 men. Graham,
an undefeated schedule this spring they look mighty much Dickerson,
Lachicotte and Cargill.
like thev're readv to make it three straight. In 39 captain comprising the strongest event
"Rock" Calhoun,"crack nailer, was the man who lead them squad in the state. Carolina will
The Clemson College Racket
vis and Thompson of Clemson beat
BT BILL LEE
carry the 100 and 200
through. Then last vear it was Clemson's double Ail- jprobabiy
!
The Intramural teams from P. Adams and Aiken of P. C. two wielders defeated the Wofford colyard dashes, and a new mark in
in doubles 2-8, and 21-5, lege tennis team by the score of
American Banks McFadden who captained and paced a
Q] be no great C. defeat :d the Clemson Intramur- games
however
P. C. won the singles 5-2 here on Thursday afternoon.
al teams Tuesday afternoon bj
once-defeated cinder squad to the crown by setting three surprise.
ing eighteen out of thirty one matches and therefore the who've Clemson emerged victorious in the
new state records. Fennell, pole vaulting man-of-the-hour,
-ALE MEN GOOD
number 2. 4. 5 in the singles, and
points in a combined basketball, horseshoe match.
The balance of the Tiger squad
Another engagement of this kind
added another record with a new state vault mark of U presents
a fine array of individual softball, volleyball, golf, tennis, is :o take place in Clinton or. the won both doubles matches. The best
tennis of the season was seen on
55-8" Already this year he has soared to new heights—his performers, some of whom have horseshoe, and ping pong meet. The
: L-2 basketball champions ios: 14th day of May. The program for the Clemson courts during these
lace all season. Jim
latest top is 13' 3", and he looks a cinch to smash his own kept :
event is to be meets in bas- matches, several going to extra
Pasley featured in the low and a close and hard fought game to
mark of a year's standing.
ketball, softball, volleyball, tennis,
iies, has come through the P. C. Intramural champions golf, horse shoe, ping pong, and games.
The present state records in several events seem
Summary:
a first in every meet dropping 31-30. Although the L-2 team had
swimming.
to be crackable at the meet this Friday and Saturday.
Singles: Flynn (W) defeated Buronly once in the low hurdles to a eight point lead going inte
fourth
_u
=
r:er
they
were
not
able
j
Box score of Events:
5-4, 6-4.
Kimbrall of Newberry. Walker,
Furman's Braziel and Carolina's Riley have been turnClemson
Holtzendorff (C) defeated Stewteam captain and star half miler, to hold it as the P. C. boys showed j
P. C.
ing in some mighty good times in both the hundred and
has kept a clean siate in all meets their best form and best shots. Mc- Basketball .
art 6-2, 6-3.
0
5
the two-twenty. Against the Tigers Saturday. Riley did
and very little opposition seems to Neil was high scorer for the win:al! _
5
0
Schuler tW) defeated Goudelock
be in store for him. Morgan, the ners while Hill and Jolly led the j Volleyball
5
0 j 7-5, 7-5.
the 220 in 21.8 and all the while he was looking back
losers' scoring column with ten and Ping Pong
lanky
jumping
bean,
has
gone
all
0
5
Kay (C) defeated Coan 9-7, 6-1.
to keep track of his nearest opposition. The present rethe way in the high jump defeat- nine points respectively.
Golf
3
0
Edwards C 1 defeated Gibson 6-2,
cord in that event is 21.9 set by Lynn of Clemson in
The
L-l
softball
team
scored
ing all the state men he has met,
Tennis
„...._
0
j 6-3.
.0 Horseshoe
with Ivey, up and coming soph- heavily in the fourth inning
the trv-outs back in 1934. Other records that may be
0
3
Doubles:
win
the
softball
game
12-10.
Richmore, doing the same in the broad
Total Points
13
18
due for a tumble are the 440. the vaulting, and the relay.
Kay and Edwards (C) defeated
ards
and
Osbome
were
the
h
jump. The remainder of the squad
\ Coan and Schuler 7-5, 6-1.
TIGERS WIN
s
for
the
victors
getting
three
carries a lot of weight and includes
MP.H. used to mean miles per
Holtzendorff and Burnett defeatThe Tiger baseballers got "right'" this week and really Payne, 100 and 200 yard dash man, hits for four times a:
hour before Ann Sheridan.
ed Flynn and Stewart 10-8, 7-5.
went on a hitting and scoring spree to win three ball games Sills and Goodman, half milers, Alexander. Rollins, Brighr. and
Thomason and Evan, :wo Raider won the golf mate,
in the state race while the league-leading Furman Hornets Beckett,
milers, Fritts, shot put, and Cha- ing eighteen out of eighteen possiBALLS. RACKETS. STRINGS
dropped one to Carolina putting the Tigers back into the pin, javelin. These men will add ble points.
thick of the chase with a record of seven won against two a great deal to the Tiger strength The volley ball team won I
TENNIS RACKETS RESTRUNG
and should either carry-off
or out of five games in their mi
defeats. Friday Joe Blalock bested Carolina's Grugan in a place
We feature Nylon Strings
the scores being 15-5, 15-12. '-'.':
in their respective events.
pitcher's duel featured by few hits and runs. The defeat Following the state meet, the and 15-8. Cheetam was the only
Dunlop. Lee. Wilson. Hollywood Rackets
broke a string of five successive victories for the Game- Tigers will head for the Confer- one who won a tennis match far
H. DELANY
Barracks 1-363
cock ace. The Tigers scored in the first inning with F. ence tournament to be held at Clemson while P. C. took four. DaWilliamsburg, Va., on May 17,
Coaklev getting on from a Bird miscue and scoring on Don where they will come up against
Belk's "double. Buchanan singled Belk home to give Blalock the cream of the Southern Cona two-run lead which turned out to be enough to ice the ference crop. Hopes are running
for both meets for the "41
game. The final Tiger marker came in the second on three high
team, led by Walker and Dickersingles. Carolina scored their lone tally in the seventh when son, has come though with one of
cock walked and scored on successive safeties by Tate the best teams in Tiger hit
bettering last season's record of
and Holladay.
tour wins and one defeat with
With a hitting attack led by Buchanan and Belk the
five decisive victories over South
Carolina, Georgia, Furman, WofTigers swamped Wofford's Terriers 24 to 8 Saturday
ford and Presbyterian.
DOUBLEMMT GOU.™J chev,ing
with a total of 19 hits collected off three Wofford hurlers. In addition to Buck's hitting he turned in his secEpiscopal Group
ond straight victory on the mound. In this free hitting
DOUBOMMT daiv■>&>■>■
affair the two clubs must have established some sort
At Youth Rally
formal get-toge^is, stady
of a record for hits and runs in one game—together
Five
members
of
the
Finlay
Club
they scored 32 runs on 33 hits and 11 errors
. -,, . Iwill accompany Reverend Pinckney,
Buchanan and the rest of the team continued then- of xhe Epi^^ church, to Columyour breath, too- ^
... and
hitting barrage on Monday against Presbyterian and gained bia this week end to attend the
revenge for an early season defeat bv * whitewashing the j Episcopal Youth^ Rally being; held
Hosemen by a 22 to 0 count. Winston Holliday held the^*"** «* SamrQa>' M
enjoyT
delicious DOUBi*L-. Pale Hose to four scattered hits while his team mates were Those attending are Lewis HarSpartanburg;
Bill
pounding four hurlers for twenty-four. Holliday accounted vard, from
Damp, California; Carl Rich, Flofor four hits in six trips himself.
PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
rida; Herbert Wannamaker, CharODDS 'N ENDS
leston; and Bill Prentiss, from McD. O. DUNLAP. Mgr.
Phone 149
Anderson. S. C.
Clemson's "Pop*' Locklair hit his stride in the recent Clellanville.
Wofford-Tiger engagement and the result was two long,
long homers on two successive times at bat. Locklair has
had two hits all year both round-trippers for a total of
eight bases and five runs batted in. Those twin four-baggers mark the second time the trick has been turned this
season by one of our good sophomore sensations—Jay Good
Goldsmith. Bancroft and Dayton Racquets.
hit two straight against Erskine
More about these
Dunlop and Goldsmith Balls. Restringing S2.50 up.
Sophomore Sensations—The first-year men on the Tiger
team have all been hitting 'em out of the park—Berry.
Good, and Locklair have accountd for five homers among
themselves. Other homerun hitters this season include Henry
Buchanan, captain and first baseman; Joe Blalock who has
ANDERSON. S. C.
played outfield, third base, first base, and on the mound;
ind "Ace" Parker, catcher each have two apiece
Last year just before the State track meet, word got out
that Tiger captain Banks McFadden wouldn't be able to
compete because of low blood pressure—well, Mac went to
BEAUTIFUL MOTHERS DAY BOXES OF CANDY
the races, and broke three records while pacing his team
to the title
Coach Bob Jones' Clemson Golf team
SELECT YOURS TODAY
will go into action again this weekend—this time it's the
state tournament to be held in Columbia the 2nd. There are
WRAPPED FOR MAILING
five teams entered with The Citadel the defending champion . . . Freddie Kirchner started something new in the
way of Intramural sports when he had Presbyterion's teams
up for a meet this week. On the schedule he had everything
MOTHERS DAY CARDS NOW ON DISPLAY
from basketball to ping pong including volleyball, golf, j
softball, tennis, and horseshoes—some programme, eh ... .
That perservcrance pays is seen in Tiger two-miler Thomason's success story—he has worked hard and steady on
Clemson's track for three years now and this year he's
making his block
We think the record in bringing ;
up batting averages belongs to Clemson's sophomore Don
(The Red) Belk. Last week in his batting average stood
at .065—three games later his average has soared to a better
than average .310 for 11 games
Coach Walter Cox
is finally gonna show what he has in the way of a freshman
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
baseball team this weekend. He plays Anderson high today j
and goes to Brevard Junior College on Saturday
The Official College Book And Supply Store
Speaking of hits, runs, and errors—In the Tigers' last two
baseball games, the club has scored a total of 46 runs on 43
hits while committing six errors

PC IM Teams Defeat Clemson
Teams In Combined Tourney

Netmen Defeat
Wofford Team

Talk about a swell treat...
just sink your teeth into
smooth D0UBLEM1NT GUM

CAROLINA MOTOR BUS LINES
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Springtime Is Tennis Time

The Anderson Hardware Co,

MOTHER'S DAY
SUNDAY, MAY 11th

L C. Martin Drug Co.
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Mother's Day Celebration To Be Presented Here Next Sunday
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Farm Machinery Day Scheduled To Be Held Here May Seventh

TAPPED:—Here are the men who were tapmilitary fraternity, at retreat last Tuesday.
Sims, honorary member, Lester Thompson, K.
Frank Thames, Givens Young, and B. B. Sams.

ped to membership in Scabbard and Blade,
They left to right: L. O. Floyd, Major Jules V.
S. Breazeale, Carl Epting, Julian
Dusenbury,

Military Frat
Taps Eight Men

Lancaster Is Number Two,
Who'll Make It Three?
Stanley Lancaster, captain of
the '41 basketball team and one of
the best athletes at Clemson, has
made public his marriage to Miss
Margaret Stroude of Spartanburg,
who served as sponsor for the Wake
forest home-coming game the past
leason.
The wedding took place

on August 26, 1938, with only a
few personal friends taking part in
the- ceremony, but have held it i
secret till n6w due to personal reasons.
The romance began the summer
before Lancaster entered Clemson,
and developed into an ideal mar-

Scabbard and Blade, national
military society, tapped eight junior officers at retreat Tuesday afternoon.
Major Jules
V. Sims, of the
commandant's
staff, was named
associate member of the organization.
The "fish" will undergo a two
weeks informal initiation period.
The newly elected men are P.
H. Thames, J. G. Young, C. E.
Epting, K. S.
Breazeale, L. O.
Floyd, J. L.
Thompson, B. B.
Sams, and J. D. Dusenbury.
riage.
The couple plant to settle
in spartanburg, which is also Lancaster's home town, but nothing
definite has been decided upon due
to the draft which may alter all
of their plans. Stanley will
be
graduated In June with a B. S. degree in Textile Engineering, and
has hopes of. following in that profession.

,000 Value
Machinery To
Be Exhibited

Corps To Parade
In Full Dress
On Mother's Day

Clemson's fourth annual farm
machinery demonstration will be
held on the campus next Wednesday, May 1, when the latest designs in farm machinery will be
demonstrated by farm machinery
manufacturers in cooperation with
the school
of agricultural engineering and the extension service
according
to an announcement
made this week by C. V. Phagan,
extension agricultural engineer.
Branch managers of all the major machinery companies have met
with the school of engineering, to
lay general plans for the demonstration. Details of the program
for the day are being made by
the Agricultural Engineering De-'
partment of the School of Agriculture, the Agricultural Engineering
Division of the Extension Service,
and the Farms Department of the
Experiment Station.
Replies received from machinery
manufacturers indicate that there
will be $35,000 to $50,000 worth of
machinery and equipment on the
grounds for display and demonstration purposes, Mr. Phagan reports. All
the machinery
and
equipment used will be the kind
that is suited for South Carolina
farms, college officials say.
The type of machinery to be
used in the demonstration will include equipment that farmers can
utilize for seedbed preparation,
planting, cultivation, and harvesting. Plans are also under way for
use of .various types of terracing
machinery for the construction of
terraces. This activity will be supervised by members of the Soil
Conservation Service.
For the past three years 1500
to 3000 farmers have attended each
of those all-day
demonstrations
and it is expected that an even
larger number will attend this year
as invitations have been sent out
to county agents, vocational agriculture teachers,
farmers, and
others throughout the state, as well
as In the adjoining states of North
Carolina and Georgia.

The Clemson corps will stage its
annual Mother's Day full dress
parade Sunday,
May 11, at 3:30
o'clock, Dewitt J. Ross, cadet brigade commander, announced yesterday.
The college
concert band will
present an open air program in
the amphitheatre just before the
parade, according to present plans.
Both the senior and junior platoons will
appear in exhibition
drills immediately after the parade.
Barracks
will be open for inspection by visitors from eleven
o'clock to one, Ross said.
Invitations to the
ceremonies
will be issued to the corps today.

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE

Colonel's Son Bids
Father Farewell At
Order Of The Editor

FLIGHT LEADERS:
Goody
Thomas and Kirk McLeod, who
were elected Flight Commander and Executive of the Clemson Flying Cadets at the annual banquet in Greenville last
Friday.
Thomas will replace
Claude Fool, who graduates in
June, and McLeod will replace
R. R. Wiley.
Continued From Page 1
"Shot" Lucius, Peter Pelham, and
Paul McAlister. There were numerous other candidates, but none
received enough votes
to be included in the final count.
Despite the fact that it was not
advocated, many votes were cast
for members of the administra-

By BOB HUFFORD
Lt. Colonel Glenn D. Hufford,
of the Clemson Commandant's
staff, left today to attend the
Battalion Commander's school
at Fort Benning, Georgia.
Colonel Hufford came to
Clemson in August 1939 from
transport duty in New York. We
all wish him our best 'cause
he's a damn fine man and a
gallant officer, and that's all I
know about Col. Hufford.
tion and faculty.
The contest was sponsored by
the Gamma Lambda chapter of
Alpha Phi Omega, national scouter's service
fraternity. Ballots
were sold for one cent each, students being allowed
to cast as
many votes as desired.
The five leading "Boobies" will
be the guests of the local YMCA
at a free picture show.

CAROLINA'S BEST
Everything In Good Hardware
Always A Pleasure To See
and Serve You.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Greenville, S. C.

South Carolina's Leading Store
For Men And Young Men
Clemson Headquarters In Greenville"

CUBS: The newly elected members of Tiger Brotherhood, who
the informal initiation yesterday. They are John Sanders, Kenneth
Cribb, Tom Stanly, C. H. Brown and Earl Roberts. Bottom row
Robert Touchberry, Frank Poole, Samuel Nichols, John McArthur,
and E. E. Dodson.

Tiger Brotherhood Inducts Five
Sophomores And Five Freshmen
Tiger Brotherhood, local honor
service fraternity, yesterday began
the informal initiation of ten newly elected sophomore and freshman
members.
The new men were tapped Tuesday night, Frank H. Thames, president, said.
The sophomores elected are John
Sanders, Mechanical engineer from
Rock Hill; Kenneth Oribb, general
science student from Spartanburg;
Tom Stanly, textile engineer from

Marion; C. H. Brown, agricultural
student from Travelers Rest; and
Earl Roberts, electrical engineer
from Athens, Georgia.
Freshman initiates are John McArthur, textile chemist from Anderson; Robert F. Poole, pre-med
student from Clemson; Samuel
Nichols, Chemist from Savannah,
Georgia; Robert Touchberry, animal husbandry student from Pinewood; and E. E. Dodson, mechanical engineer from Columbia.

Clemson's 2,334 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . . *

WHY?
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Clemson College Laundry
CLEMSON MEN ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME AT

PETE'S LUNCH ROOM NO. 1
14 Pendleton Street

Greenville, S. C.

SENIORS-ALL WHITES SOON?
Don't forget those white sharkskins, white shirts and
shoes.
Juniors—Coming to Camp? . . . Don't forget you can
buy what you need and pay at Camp (ROTC Check).

N. E. MARCUM

The College
Cafe

Jeweler
Easley, S. C.

HCKE SLCAN
Outfitters to Clemson Men

One Of

South Carolina's
Finest Restaurants
Will each week award a
free steak dinner to an outstanding Clemson College
Cadet. George Cavalaris,
owner, has announced this
week's winner to be:

WHEN IN ROCK HILL VISIT

B
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S

THE VARSITY GRILL
Excellent Food
Reasonable Prices
Three Blocks Down Oakland From Winthrop

FOR NEAT
APPEARANCE
Clemson, S. C.

William C.Rowland
Company
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Bowl At Clemson

Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

Dobbs Hats

Manhattan Shirts

ANDERSON'S FINEST
BUDDY LESESNE
Copyright 1941,, LIGGETT &

MYERS TOBACCO

Co.

CLEMSON CADETS
COME TO SAM'S LUNCH
"WHERE QUALITY FOOD IS SERVED"
109 College Street

Greenville, S. C.

We think that he deserves
a free steak dinner and a
clipping of this ad> will
pay for it.
Watch this space each
week for the cadet of the
week—the winner of a
steak dinner.
Close 1:00 A. M.
Open 6:30 A. M.

WELCOME CADETS TO

The College Cafe

STEWART-MERRITT CO.

CLEMSON'S
FINEST
RESTAURANT

For 34 years we have maintained a straight "A" average in men's and students clothing.
265 MAIN ST.

GREENVILLE, S. C.

Seating Capacity
120 Persons.
Private Dining Room.
George Cavalaris, Owner
Member Of IPTAY

If you want to feel like a
"Kid" again—if you want
to get rid of surplus fat
and harden up flabby
muscles . . .

MURCHISON'S INC.
Main at Earle

Anderson, S. C.

"The Home Of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes"

GO BOWLING TONIGHT
IT'S FUN
DUCK PINS
WP Before 6 P.M. |A»
C
2 for 25c after lUt

INGRAM'S
BOWLING CENTER
LADIES INVITED
More than half the 2,200 students
at the University of Arkansas are
working to help pay their way
through school.

aae^i'i irosasto

So much that's important is happening today—in America,
in Europe, Africa, Asia. And you know about it almost
as soon as it happens!
Trace most any piece of news to its source and some-

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

where you'll find the telephone or one of its relatives—
radio telephone or teletype in the picture. These speeder^
of the news have either benefited from telephone research
or utilize telephone equipment, or both.

—AT

SULLIVAIVT
HARDWARE CO. 1 ^1

In these days, the Bell System is proud that its facilities are helping in the fast and widespread dissemination
of news—so essential to enlightened public opinion.

Anderson, South Carolina
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